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About This Game

Morgan Shane has disappeared, leaving a bloody trail of mayhem in her wake. But is she a monster or a victim of something far
more sinister than the authorities are imagining? And the biggest question of all: Can you unravel the mystery before the same

dark force that targeted Morgan finds you?

Daemon_9 is not a movie... it's not a game... it's both. It's like a horror movie inside an escape room that puts YOU in the heart
of the story. Full-motion video, graphic images and challenging brain teasers intertwine to spin a deeply layered story of

supernatural terror and mystery.

GAMEPLAY:
When you first launch Daemon_9 you are greeted by a message from an anonymous friend of Morgan's who is on a mission to
find and save her -- and uncover the truth of what happened to her. Desperate for help, he is asking for your help. Your only
tool is a backup of his hard drive. And that's where your journey begins -- sifting through the material he's unearthed in his

quest for the truth. But the real challenge is to keep from falling victim to the same dark forces that claimed his friends, and by
"getting involved" you may have made yourself vulnerable.

The trail will eventually lead you out onto the web and into a different kind of web -- one woven with international conspiracy
and supernatural forces. You will need wits, patience, and nerve to unravel the mystery, save Morgan, and save yourself.
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Title: Daemon_9
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Curio Productions
Publisher:
Curio Productions
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7+

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 320 MB available space

English
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The Sonic & All-Stars racing games are better kart racers. But aside from those, this is the best kart racer on Steam.. If you
sometimes want to spend some time alone and relax, it's a game for you. There's quite a few minigames, like minigolf and
arcade. It's quite enjoyable. For a discounted price it's worth checking up.. With the new patch the game fells more fluid. Now it
feels that if/when I get hit its now because my timing was off or I didn't roll in time. Even if some mobs can take you down in
just two hits (Cyclops) but it adds to the fun. I'm a huge fan of dark souls and dark souls type games so with the new adjusments
(Thanks devs!) I full recommend this game to people that want a fair and honest challenge.. Wow this game is so bad.... Bought
it before even finishing Act 1

Draven\/Draven would recommend. I enjoyed that experience.. Best music game I've played since  The Impossible Game .
I would recommend it to anyone who likes those up-to-the-beat type of games. You get to play 4 levels (as of March 2019) with
increasing difficulty. The objective is to dodge colored blocks while proceeding forward. Once you learn the core mechanics
and are able to move around in different situations that's where the fun begins, because the music plays in sync with the level,
most of the time. It's not an easy game, so you will fail a lot. But fear not, you will keep trying and finish the level so you can
finally loop the whole song. I guess from that point is where the addiction kicks in. Enjoy it.

My ratings to this as a general game:
Graphics: N\/A
Visual Design: 4\/5
Gameplay: 5\/5
Control Experience: 4.5\/5
Sound Design: 4\/5
Level Design: 4.5\/5 (level 1 - 3.5\/5 level 2 - 4\/5 level 3 - 4.5\/5 level 4 - 5\/5)

as a music game:
Music Synchronization: 4\/5
Dodge Mechanics: 4.5\/5  The mechanic that drags the player to the center of screen seems fair, but I struggled a long time to
learn and master it.

Suggestions:
 - The up-down direction is controlled by WS keys with the middle finger while the left-right direction is controlled by AD
keys,each with one finger, which means to move up and down for a given distance requires more time than to move left and
right because the player needs to rapidly switch between keys with the middle finger for up and downs but not for left and
rights, resulting a slight delay in the controlling process. This slight effect can be exaggerated in level 4 where vertical obstacles
are close to one another and the timing is really demanding. (I failed most of the time in level 4 during those up and down
sequences.) Please take this into consideration in your future level design. Maybe you could allow more spaces between vertical
obstacles than horizontal ones to make up that input delay mentioned above. Or add mouse input.
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Naive twins (not really) run a farm (barely) and are so far in debt that they exchange sexual favors for firewood and store
coupons. Amazing English translation. XD

Better played with the R18 patch.. The game is good...this pack was a lie...the game is almost dead it seems...
I bought this as a founder pack, with the intention that this pack was going off-sale at a later date, much like other people.
Now I see that during the founder faze it was "Maybe?" a bit cheaper (thinking $10-$20 USD cheaper?) maybe not...point is it's
now been re-named premium pack 1 and the only difference (other than possible price) that I can see is that founders got a
special animated profile avatar pic that was already in the game as an un-animated pic...This pack is worth it if it's on sale or if
your a collector. really the only reason I'm giving this a negative review is because this was a lie...
much like the cake...at least the cake was free and you got an achievement.. Been having a great time so far, I have only played a
few tutorials, a few practice matches and some local player matches and I have to say, I am very happy with the game.

It gives you the visuals and action like in no other fighting game, to me this is the best looking 2-D style fighting game at the
moment, everything looks pretty, plays smoothly and its created with both newcomers and pro players in mind.

The game is not hard at all, it has a great tutorial and has simple combo mechanics that make it easy to pick and play, but also
has depth in the combo system of each character in case you want to be more competitive with your fights and want to learn
more technical aspects so you don't depend only on the auto combos and start working your way into your own combinations.. a
simple very addictive game with good graphics and sound. plays well on win7 64bit.
. God damn, this game is too good for so little of people to have enjoyed it
. Don't buy this game if u don't know how to send an email to reset ur password. Nefer best girl 100\/10

Anyways, the game as a visual novel is really good. The characters, the story, and so on. I see the game more as a personality test
since you decide things based on what you would do (if you play it seriously) and that is what makes the game fun.

The tank building part could be improved. Other than that nothing else really.
I really hope that a sequel or a continuation is in the works. Play the game yourself and you'll understand why ;)
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